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Robotic Segment Boulder Collection Operations Concept

Planetary Defense DemoApproach

Characterization

Boulder Collection
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2 months

~5 hours per attempt, 3 attempts over 2 months 5 months
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The “Capture” Module
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“Capability Driven”
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Key Challenge 1: Precision Landing
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C . W right, et a l “R elative Terra in Im aging N avigation (R ETIN A) 
Tool for the Asteroid R edirect R obotic M ission (AR R M )”, AAS 
G N &C  2016
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AR R M  relative navigation sensor ranges

Autonomously land a 10 t vehicle with 50 m solar arrays to a pre-
identified target with 50 cm accuracy and 10 cm/s touchdown 
velocity

Figure 6. Retina Processing Flow Diagram

where xC is point xB expressed in the camera frame, tB is the location of the camera center (and
origin of the camera frame) in frame B, and TB

C
is a rotation matrix from frame B to the camera

frame. Further, we can also express this transformation from frame B to frame C using homoge-
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Key Challenge 2: ”Docking” to Boulder
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Mission”, IEEE Aerospace 

2017 
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Figure 4. Various microspine designs built and tested.
(A) Heritage microspine designs from early grippers. (B)
Initial microspine designs utilizing flexures and ribbons.

(C) Current microspine design. (D) Example of
microspines in a cassette.

to other linkages. Similarly, each microspine uses passive
compliance to allow relative motion with respect to other
microspines in the cassette. This compliance also promotes
load sharing across the gripper.

The gripper has three contact posts that aid the robotic arms
during the alignment process so that the grippers are posi-
tioned orthogonal to the local surface-normal of the boulder.
The gripper uses two mechanisms to control the motion
of the microspines, a grip-tensioner mechanism and a toe-
lift mechanism. These mechanisms are actuated in a fixed
sequence using a single lead screw.

These elements are described in detail below.

Microspine
Microspines were initially fabricated to enable small robots
to climb vertical brick walls [9], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14].
They were later adapted to perching air vehicles [15] and rock
climbing robots [5], [6], [16], [17]. Recent work has looked
at alternative materials and compliant mechanisms to enable
the technology to be used in the harsh environment of space
[18].

The key feature of all microspines is that they enable one or
more sharp hooks to opportunistically catch on the surface
roughness of a rock as they are dragged across its surface.
The current microspine design separates the compliant sus-
pension into two distinct parts. Two parallel steel ribbons
allow the hooks to conform to mm-scale roughness on the
surface. Flexures incorporated into the aluminum structure
allow hooks to catch at different points during travel across
the surface, providing load sharing among adjacent hooks.
In an effort to minimize frictional interfaces, teflon shims
are integrated at key locations to react sliding and moment
loading. Small loads of a few newtons carried by each hook
accumulate a capability to support several hundred newtons
at the full gripper level. Figure 4 shows just a few different
microspine designs that were built and tested.

A series of tests are being performed in order to validate the

Figure 5. Microspine flexure stiffness test stand.

Figure 6. Offloaded gripper toe assembly test stand.

microspine designs against predetermined success criteria,
such as required weight on bit for drilling. One test setup
measures the microspine flexure stiffnesses both perpendicu-
lar and parallel relative to the rock surface (Fig. 5). The other
test setup measures performance of a single linkage assembly
(including a linkage and populated cassette). The linkage
assembly is mounted with gravity offloading to estimate
the gripping force that could be achieved in a microgravity
environment on a variety of surface materials and textures
(Fig. 6). These rocks range from very soft and easy-to-
crumble engineered rock samples to very hard and consoli-
dated natural rocks.

Data from the flexure stiffness test stand allows for obser-
vations to be made about the load capabilities of particular
microspine designs, and spring hysteresis can be modeled
(Fig. 7). The data collected from the linkage assembly
test stand is used to determine the effectiveness of different
linkage and microspine design combinations. These linkage
assembly tests are used to weight a monte carlo simulation
that estimates the possible gripping forces for a full tool of 24
linkage assemblies.
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Figure 7. Microspine flexure stiffness testing. Hard stops
limit the deflection of microspines to avoid plastic

deformation.

Figure 8. Typical force and displacement data for a
single cassette test. (1) The toe assembly is deployed onto

the rock surface. (2) Displacement in the x-stage, Dx,
applies tension to the cable creating the gripping motion.
(3) Once the gripping motion is complete, displacement
in the z-stage, Dz, simulates a drill pushing into the rock

surface forcing the gripper to react the weight on bit.
During the gripping motion microspines continually

catch, slip and recatch on asperities.

The current microspine design was tested at -110 degrees
Celsius in order to validate material choices. Additionally,
this cold testing can be used to examine the change in
stiffness of the compliant structures. After being taken to
cold temperature and return to ambient, the epoxy bonds for
the ribbons and sharp hooks were also examined for quality
assurance purposes.

Linkage
The linkage mechanism, as seen in Figure 9, must maximize
both the number of hooks that come into contact with the
surface and the frequency of their opportunities to encounter
asperities, which might be bumps, pits, holes, slopes, or other

Figure 9. Current linkage design. (1) Tensioning
Bowden Cable. (2) Elevation Joint. (3) Roll Joint.

Figure 10. Linear shaft toe mechanism. In many cases,
there were collisions between this mechanism and the

surface that prevented microspine contact.

surface roughness features on which the hooks will catch.
Each linkage must place a microspine cassette in contact
with the local surface and then drag it radially inwards. At
the same time, it must accommodate variations in the bulk
surface contour at the cm-scale. Each linkage accommodates
local variation in surface contour through two degrees of
freedom: a roll joint and an elevation joint. Motion of the
linkages must be independent from one another; linkages
must be allowed to continue to swing towards the surface
even if other linkages have already gripped on protrusions
elsewhere. All of the linkages are dragged towards the central
tool body, producing a grip.

The current design for the linkage is less likely to collide
with obstacles near to the tool than previous designs because
it passes up and over them. Previous designs incorporated
inwardly sliding shafts that were directly attached to the
cassette (Fig. 10) [6]. This simpler design failed when local
prominences near to the tool body made contact in locations
along the mechanism at points other than the microspine
hook tips. These points of unintended contact prevented
the mechanism from contacting the hook tips with the rock
surface, reducing the available adhesion force for the system.

As compared to the linear shaft design, the current linkage-
based design produces a favorable motion of the cassette as it
is dragged along the surface by maintaining a more consistent
hook angle of attack during the stroke. The linear shaft design
induces a changing angle of attack as the cassette travels over
a flat surface because the motion is shortening one leg of

4

Figure 16. Model of the drill bit anchor stowed and
deployed

Figure 17. Drill bit assembly in deployed state. Drill bit
is 26 mm diameter.

4. MICROSPINE DRIVETRAIN
Drivetrain Design
The drivetrain subassembly interfaces the tool’s mechanisms
to the Advanced Tool Drive System (ATDS) at the end of the
robotic arm. This includes structural, electrical, and power
transmission interfaces [8]. Mechanical power is transmit-
ted using two independent rotary drives, which are relayed
within a two-state, positive contact clutch that is indexed
by the linear drive. Once power is relayed and transmitted
through the clutch, it is further transmitted to the Gripper and
Anchoring Drill mechanisms, as shown in Figure 20. Not
shown in the table are the Drill Feed mechanism and Linkage
Brake mechanism, which are powered by independent stepper
motors within the tool using motor drivers that are part of the
ATDS electrical services.

Before coming into contact with the boulder surface, the drill

� � � �

�

Figure 18. A and B) the anchoring mechanism in its
stowed and deployed state, C) cross section of a test rock
after the anchoring operation has been executed and a

pull test run to 2000 N, D) the deployment mechanism of
the anchoring bit, E) an annulus cut by the anchoring

drill bit in a very hard volcanic basalt

Figure 19. Input-Output table for the Drivetrain

Figure 20. Physical representation of the drivetrain
architecture including rotary drives A and B and linear
drive C. The drivetrain allows three mechanical inputs

from the robotic arm and ATDS to drive six of the
Microspine Tool’s eight mechanisms by indexing a clutch
between two states, stacking multiple mechanisms onto a

single output, and the use of sprag clutches.

7

D rill anchor testing

M icrospine design evolution M icrospine perform ance testing

Autonomously grasp and anchor to natural rock surface
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Key Challenge 3: Boulder Extraction
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x How does cohesion translate into the required extraction force for a given sized boulder? 

Fextraction is a sum of two forces: cohesive force and inertial force. Cohesive force is attributed to 
boulder-regolith cohesion, which is driven by regolith’s matrix and can vary from an estimated 25-250 Pa 
[Sanchez and Scheeres, 2014], and the surface area of the boulder in contact with the regolith, Aboulder. 
The inertial force is a function of the acceleration the boulder achieves during the process of lifting it off 
the surface. Hence, Fextraction = cohesion * Aboulder + Forceinertia. The extraction force could potentially be 
reduced by “peeling” the boulder off the surface [Kultchitshy et al., 2015]. However, this needs to be 
traded against operational complexity and time. 

x Is there a way to estimate (or narrow the uncertainty in) the cohesion between the surface and 
boulder based on the visual images from the in-situ characterization phase? 

It is not possible to estimate with great certainty the cohesion between the surface and the boulder 
from visual images alone. A high-resolution camera (mm per pixel or better) would be needed to provide 
good estimates of the regolith size distribution. Particle size distribution could be used together with 
numerical models (e.g., DEM) to assess regolith cohesion. However, if models have not been calibrated, 
the regolith strength values could have significant uncertainty. The models can be calibrated through in-
situ testing of regolith properties. The regolith strength, which drives cohesion between the boulder and 
the surface, can be determined by deploying geotechnical instruments. The geotechnical data could then 
be used analytically, or with the aid of numerical models (e.g., DEM), to estimate the cohesion between 
the surface and the boulder. 

x How is the cohesive force expected to “break” during boulder extraction? 

The extraction of a boulder from a regolith with a size distribution ranging down to microns to 100s 
of microns requires the breaking of cohesive bonds within the regolith. Based on DEM simulations 
[Sanchez and Scheeres, 2014], this occurs in two phases: a quasi-elastic phase followed by a plastic phase 
when the bonds between individual grains are broken. Due to the physics of cohesion, fine particles will 
preferentially adhere to a larger boulder, meaning that extraction occurs by breaking cohesive forces 
within the regolith. Figure 6 shows the results of a DEM simulation of a boulder extraction from a cohesive 
regolith [Sanchez and Scheeres 2014]. Note that the cohesive regolith preferentially adheres to the 
boulder, meaning that extraction occurs by breaking the cohesive forces within the regolith. 

 

Figure 6: DEM simulation of a boulder extraction from a cohesive regolith [Sanchez and Scheeres 2014]. D EM  sim ulation of boulder extraction, 

Sanchez and Sheeres 2014

Illustration of surface area in contact
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Reference Target 2008 EV5
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images
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Asteroid Redirect Mission: 2015 Advancements

SOLAR ELECTRIC PROPULSION
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Heritage Capabilities, Uncertain Environments, Evolving Requirements
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Figure 6: DEM simulation of a boulder extraction from a cohesive regolith [Sanchez and Scheeres 2014]. DEM simulation of boulder extraction, 
Sanchez and Sheeres 2014
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Heritage Capabilities, Uncertain Environments, Evolving Requirements
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Mission Performance Monte Carlo Analysis
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We need to analyze the probability of success – that we find, 
extract, and return a boulder of the required size

Simple Monte Carlo analysis would estimate by iteratively 
evaluating a randomly selecting boulder. However this is not 
correct because the mission will get to select the boulder to 
extract

When we model selection, we need to take into account 
uncertainty in knowledge, and the conservatism of the operations 
team – won’t select a boulder unless there is a high confidence 
we will be successful. Thus selectable not a proper subset of 
returnable

All Boulders on 2008 EV5

Returnable

Selectable
Psuccess = P(Returnable|Selectable) * Pone selectable

where 
Preturnable = Probability a boulder can be extracted and returned

Pselectable = Probability a boulder would meet selection criteria (95%)
Pone selectable = [1-(1-Pselectable)]number of boulders

Probability  of success form ulation
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Mission Performance Scorecard

Boulder Size
100 N 200 N 500 N 1500 N

CI CM CK CR CI CM CK CR CI CM CK CR CI CM CK CR

1 m +0.5 m Robust
Robust

Robust Robust2 m +/- 0.5 m Some

3 m +/- 0.5 m No Capability 
Force Limited

Some

4 m +/- 0.5 m No Capability M M N* N* R S* N* N*

5 m +/- 0.5 m No Capability*
Mass Limited6 m - 0.5 m

Some capability, P(s) ~50-95%
Marginal capability, P(s) ~10-50%

Robust capability, P(s) > 95%

No capability, P(s) < 10%

Key Assumptions
99% number of boulder estimates derived from radar data and SFD
Maximum return mass of 20 t
Cohesion range 25-250 Pa
Depth-of-Bury range 5%-75%
Size estimation accuracy 2 cm length/width 3 cm height for DOB < 25%
95% estimate of P(success) required for selection
Able to determine spectral type and select boulder after arrival at asteroid
Results categorized based on density range for C-type sub-types: CI, CM, CK, CR

Limited by return mass*
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Sensitivity Analyses to Establish Robustness
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An extraction force level of 1500 N provides 4 m nominal and 2 m off-nominal capability
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Augmentation Trade Space
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Augmented Capture Module
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C APM  PD R  baseline w ith 3 arm s and load bypass cables

Mission Performance analyses created a 
common language to discuss the 
expected size of boulder the mission 
could return given a capability level of the 
capture system

Stakeholders agreed to update 
requirements to reflect capability of 3 m 
boulder

Capture Module team in turn augmented 
Capture Module design with additional 
robot arm and load bypass cables in 
order to robustly meet 1500 N extraction 
force requirement

Updates to requirements and design 
retired major implementation risk, and put 
the team on a credible path towards PDR 
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Summary
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ARRM had a number of technologies under development which could be 
useful for future small body and planetary mission concepts

The Autonomous Rendezvous and Docking and in space assembly 

communities are maturing technologies that can be very useful for planetary 
exploration

Be conservative in claims of heritage, wary of capability-driven missions with 
with evolving performance requirements, and open to starting over again 
from a blank sheet of paper




